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At their first congress held in Paris in 1902, the Young Turks proceeded to 

split into two factions: one supporting power concentrated in a centralized gov

ernment and opposing intervention by foreign powers, the other calling for dif

fusion of power regionally and foreign intervention for the sake of reform. The 

former faction was at the outset in the minotity, but in 1907 took the leadership 

of the movement in conjunction with a SaJonika group of young military offi

cers, bureaucrats and teachers called the Ottoman Freedom Society. Then from 

the time of the revolution in 1908, this centralization/anti-intervention faction 

captured the dominant position among the Young Turks. 1) However, the cen

tralization faction, or the Committee of Union and Progress (hereafter CUP), 

continued to meet with opposition as it grew nearer and neared to power, and 

even when it eventually grabbed it. From the time of the split in the Movement 

at the Paris Congress, Prens Sabahaddin (1879-1948) was representative of 

those who opposed a "powerful state," arguing for priority to be given to indi

vidual initiative and regional separation of power. 2) As an opposing force to the 

CUP in this respect, however, he seemed to support any opposition group what

ever its ideals happened to be. Furthermore, he was at that time not directly in

volved in politics nor did he desire to take responsibility for them. He was also 

no supporter of the tide of Turkish nationalism that was rising at the time. 

The present paper will take up a different sort of figure in the Young Turk 

Movement, an all but forgotten activist by the name of Ahmed Ferid [Tek] ( 4 

March 1878-25 November 1971 ), who at the outset sided with the centraliza

tion faction and played an important role in the development of Turkish na

tionalism, 3r but gradually became critical of the CUP. Here we will take up his 

activism and ideas mainly during the first two decades of the twentieth century. 

As Yusuf Ak<_;ura (1876-1935), a contemporary intellectual and immigrant from 

the Russian territory, accurately pointed out, the nationalism of the Ottomans 

could not easily free itself from the phantom called "the Ottoman people."4) 

Moreover, the advocates of centralized government, while aiming at the birth 

of such an Ottoman people through the formation of an equal, homogeneous 

nation, were in danger of havirrg to resort to a program for "Ottomanizing" its 

citizenry. In the present paper, the activities and ideas of Ahmed Ferid will be 

examined as one possibility for freeing Turkey from the pipe dream of an 

"Ottoman nation." 
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I. Ahmed Ferid Prior to the Young Turk Revolution5l 

Ahmed Ferid was born in Bursa on 4 March 18786) to the family of a chief 
accountant, Mustafa Re~id. His mother, Hanife Leyla, was adopted by the As1m 
family of Cadi after the martyrdom of her father, ibrahim Aga. Ferid would 

spend the winter at the family home in Istanbul and summer in a cottage in 
Bursa while his father traveled throughout the Empire performing his financial 

duties; but when he reached school age, he moved back to Istanbul permanent
ly and rode a white Egyptian donkey back and forth to primary school. He en

joyed sailing in the Golden Horn and horseback riding in Kag1thane. 
He decided on the army as his career and went through a curriculum that 

included the Military Prep School, the Military Academy, graduating at the 

head of his class, and enrollment in the Military Staff College. From his prep 
school days, he had been a friend of Yusuf Akc;;ura, who had moved from the 
outskirts of Kazan. However, in 1896 Ferid was jailed for his participation in 

the Young Turk Movement and was arrested again the following year and sent 
to prison in Tripoli. Later he was reinstated in the Army and ordered to serve 

at staff headquarters in Tripoli with the rank of lieutenant. At that time Tripoli 
had become a crossroads for the constitutionalist faction, which included the 

chiefs of staff. It was assistant chief of staff Mazharpa~azade Sevket who orga
nized the Tripoli branch of CUP and whose daughter would become Ferid's 

wife. With their support, Ferid in 1899 escaped with Ak<;ura to Paris via Tunis, 
and after settling down in France, he enrolled along with his friend in Ecole des 
Sciences Politiques and studied there for three years. He graduated with honors 
(seventh in his class) in 1903. 

In Paris Ferid naturally joined with other members of the Young Turks and 
played an instrumental role at their First Congress held in February 1902. 
Opposition had already surfaced prior to the Congress between the decentral
ist/intervention faction headed by Prens Sabahaddin and ismail Kemal, which 
called for acceptance of cooperation and intervention by foreign powers and 

harmony with non-Turkish peoples, and the centralist/anti-intervention faction 
of Ahmed Riza, which opposed such ideas. Ferid backed the centralist faction, 

wrote the draft of a rebuttal to ismail Kemal before the Congress, and during 
the gathering was one of most vocal critics of the decentralist faction, playing a 
leading role in the factionalism that divided the Young Turk Movement. 7l 

This young and talented army officer who chose the politics of the central
ist faction would then write for the newspaper $ura-yz Ummet, which was pub
lished that April, and later for Abdullah Cevdet's (1869-1932) journal iftihad.8) 

In the fall of 1903, after paying a visit to his friend Akc;;ura in Kazan, Ferid 
could not return to Istanbul, but headed for Cairo, another center of the Young 
Turk Movement, and went to work managing the assets of several wealthy 
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Turks living there. In 1907 he married Miifide, the daughter of one of his mili
tary patrons, Mazharpa~azade Sevket, in Alexandria. 

We know very little of Ferid's career as a writer during his days in Egypt, 
except that in the first issue of jftihad published in Geneva by Abdullah 
Cevdet, he appears in a long editorial on pages two through ten, but the nature 
of his relationship to either the journal or its publisher is not clear. 

Ferid begins his piece by decrying the twenty-eight year despotic reign of 
Abdiilhamid II as a decadent embarrassment to the fatherland. Many who are 
dissatisfied with the present situation are content with merely badmouthing the 
Sultan and his retinue, he stated; and the powers that be have won their com
placence by throwing them bits of money and social privilege for the past twen
ty-eight years, twenty-six of which Ferid had experienced. 9) Demonstrating his 
acquaintance with French positivist science, Ferid goes on to say that in order 
to break through this stalemate, it is necessary to study and analyze the society 
of the Turks, who make up the ruling class of the Ottoman Empire. He then 
mentions results of the research he carried on in Paris on the foundations of 
Turkish nationalism, i.e. Turkology, beginning with the ancient nomadic peo
ple who drove their herds on China's northern border and concluding with the 
rise and present decline of the Ottoman Empire. He explains that the original 
intent of the Ottoman sultanate was to invade and conquer neighboring lands 
so that it could maintain its herds and continue the way of life enjoyed by its an
cestors. This sultanate ignored the social organization, customs and ways of life 
of those peoples it conquered, and above all refused to heed any progressive 
ideas. Turkish heroes of yesteryear relished war for its own sake, and it is the 
many useless and unnecessary campaigns of violence we waged in the past that 
have caused all the problems facing the Empire today. Moreover, at the height 
of such foolishness stand those who continue to claim in all their idiotic pom
posity and arrogance that a nation with such a glorious past will never fall. 10) 

We can conclude from this editorial that first, Ferid had during his studies 
in Paris become imbued with the consciousness of a Turk with a long national 
heritage, which to his shame had been defamed through the hatred and preju
dice of Europeans. Secondly, try as he may to defend his heritage, the reality 
created by the Empire itself belied any such attempt. 11 ) 

Something had to be done to correct the present situation, and the publi
cation of jftihad was thought to be a good start. Its role was considered to be 
twofold: "First and most importantly, we want to wake up the nation and shut 
out the corruption and immorality outlined above; and secondly, we need to 
show the European community that we have the ability to go forward progres
sively." 12) 

Ferid's words represent a common way of thinking among his contempo
rary Ottoman intellectuals with experience living in the West, and so probably 
offered nothing new to his readers. However, what follows suggests that some-
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thing new was taking place within this young intellectual who had supported 

centralization at the Paris Congress of 1902. On the occasion of a new journal 

appearing on the scene, Ferid criticizes various periodicals already in publica

tion, taking up, for example, the way in which Ottoman writers were addressing 

the Armenian question. In sum, they were finding the Armenian rebellion diffi

cult to understand, because, even if the Armenians did obtain autonomy, they 

would be instantly gobbled up by the Russian Empire, thus losing their nation

al identity. On the other hand, they could enjoy a national identity under 

Ottoman rule. 13) 

Ferid responds by saying that such thinking "has ignored one important 

point: national character that has been developed for thousands of years can 

hardly be lost in a few or even a few hundred .... What they have really lost at 

our hands are numerous lives." 14) Concerning the Armenian rebellion, which 

for him was irrefutable, he states, "No one is capable of quelling discontent 

over oppression." 15) According to Ferid, nothing but ill is in store for the 

Ottoman Empire under the present situation. In other words, his fundamental 

stance is that above all we ourselves have got to do something about changing 

the present situation. 
Now with respect to exactly what changes were to be made, he first takes 

up the question of whether the Constitution should be revived, asking in a lev

el-headed manner, "How could a set of laws that could not guarantee prosperity 

and happiness 27 years ago guarantee them now?" 16) No, the old Constitution 

will not do, only self-reform can bring about any changes in the present state of 

affairs. Merely repeating meaningless anti-government slogans and praising the 

glories of yesteryear, or even criticizing the view favoring intervention and assis

tance (miiddhale ve muavenet) from abroad is not the answer; what is necessary is 

to first raise one's own educational standards to realize personal initiative 

(te§ebbiis-i §ahsi). 17) 

On this point of raising educational standards, which foreshadows Ferid's 

later zeal in establishing the Turkish Hearth (Turk Ocag,,), while it is interesting 

that he brought it up, it is also in danger of falling into a banal discussion. 

Instead we should take notice of his wording here. That is to say, "intervention 

and assistance from abroad" symbolized the stance taken by the decentralist 

faction at the time that Ferid attacked the ideas of Prens Sabahaddin at the 

Paris Congress of 1902. Furthermore, the phrase "personal initiative" can be 

said to have been an important slogan of that same Prens Sabahaddin. The 

anger felt towards those who could only oppose the Ottoman government and 

its leader on the surface gave rise in Ferid to a certain understanding towards 

those who were building a nationalist movement, and no doubt began to wake 

up in him the cool and calm realization that it was no longer possible to hold 

on to a pure, idealistic version of centralized governance. 

On the other hand, we should not forget that Ferid was after all an 
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Ottoman himself. For example, in April and May of 1904, during approximate
ly the same time that Ferid was writing the editorial for the first issue of jrtihad, 
his friend Yusuf Akc;ura was writing a series of articles for the Cairo newspaper 
Turk entitled "Three Ways of Policy (Ur Tarz-z Siyaset)," to which Ali Kemal 
(1867-1922) wrote a rebuttal refuting the author on every one of his points. 
Ferid wrote an editorial in which he criticized Kemal's attack, while at the same 
time commenting that he did not agree with his friend's views. 18) This now fa
mous article of Akc;ura can be summarized in the following two points. First, it 
was impossible for all the people residing in the Ottoman Empire to be encul
turated and socialized as Ottomans; and secondly, the best path that the 
Empire could take would be to unify all of the Turkic peoples into one body. 

In response to these two points, Ferid first expressed understanding and 
sympathy towards his friend's pan-Turkism; however, he stated that no one 
would dare adopt such a proposal, for his point about "Ottomanization," the ar
gument's underlying assumption, was not completely convinci~g. Ferid held 
great hopes in the possibility of pan-Turkism for the future; but "today it is a to
tally new, premature idea .... far removed from being of any benefit to present 
day Ottoman politics."19) In addition, pan-Turkism "exists almost nowhere in 
this day and age, so how can anyone benefit from something that doesn't ex
ist?"20) 

Eventually, Ferid was unable to accept Akc;ura's stinging point about the 
futility bf policies to form an "Ottoman Nation" and enculturate all the ethnic 
minorities in the ways of their rulers. This, according to Ferid, was the policy 
being pursued by the Ottoman government since Tanzimat, which "promises 
no spectacular breakthroughs in the future, but for the time being it is the easi
est and most beneficial course of action."21) There is no question that Ferid re
alized in his calm and cool manner the impossibility of supporting all the exist
ing boundaries of the Empire and Ottomanizing all the ethnic peoples living 
within those borders; but at the same time, he states, "We devote our thought 
to protecting and enculturating all the people that remain under our rule."22) 
This was for him the only realistic approach; and realistic approaches ( "oppor
tuniste" lik) were those most beneficial in the world of politics. 23) 

Here we can appreciate Ferid's maturation as a cool thinker of multi-visual 
talents who thoroughly understood the importance of ideals, but at the same 
time gave priority to what works in reality. His attitude of discarding simple po
litical centralization theories and adopting in part the arguments of Prens 
Sabahaddin is an excellent example of such intellectual growth. However, we 
cannot ignore the fact that Ferid neither refuted nor even criticized encultura
tion policies supported by simple centralization theories. Despite his sympathy 
for the Armenian nationalist movement, Ferid's support of enculturation poli
cies expresses well the dilemma that the Ottoman Empire was facing at that 
time. It is possible that he was thinking of such policies as applicable to the 
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Muslim population residing in the Empire. 24) This position was taken within a 

situation resembling that of the Ottoman nationalists during the 1910s, who 

while identifying themselves as Turks and clearly conscious of the existence of 

a multi-ethnic Empire, understood the situation within the framework of the 

empire as a Muslim state headed by a caliph. 

One more of Ferid's editorials written while he was in Egypt is a short arti

cle on the problem of succession to the sultanate published in irtihad in 1905. It 

was inspired by the rumor that Abdiilhamid II was planning to hand over the 

sultanate to his son, and argued against such a move, saying that legislation 

concerning succession should be passed, guaranteeing a livelihood to sons oth

er than the heir apparent and insuring their interest as well in the welfare of the 

people. 25) 

Ferid was married in 1907, and during the next July the Constitution was 

revived in the Ottoman Empire, which was incentive enough for him to return 

to Istanbul. 

II. Ahmed Ferid During the Second Constitutional Period 

We are not very clear about Ferid's activities immediately following the re

vival of constitutional government, but we do know that he taught political his

tory at the Civil Service School (Mekteb-i Miilkiye) from 1908 to 1913.26) He re

turned to Istanbul in 1908, but we do not know on what date; then in 

November his close friend Yusuf Akc_;:ura moved to Istanbul and took the initia

tive in founding the Turkish Society (Turk Dernegi), but there is no record of 

Ferid being involved at that time, his name not being listed among the found

ing members. 27) The only information we have is that he was elected as the 

deputy from Kiitahya on 19 November 1909 in a by-election.28) 

However, even within CUP, it was the Salonika faction who rose to power 

after leading a successful revolution and pacifying the anti-revolutionary forces 

in April 1909, while the returning Young Turk expatriots played no major role, 

with the exception of Dr. Naz1m and Bahaeddin Sakir.29) Even Ahmed Riza, 

leader of the centralist faction, was shelved as president of the Lower House, 

and by his request Ferid was appointed, before his election, bureau chief of 

clerical affairs in the Lower House, a position that could not do justice to his 

true talents. 
It is said that Ferid had contributed articles to the newspaper $ura-yz Ummet 

since his days in exile. 30) What is noteworthy here is the memoir of Dr. Riza 

Nur (1879-1942) concerning this time, stating that at the stage prior to the anti

revolution in April 1909, an anti-CUP faction was gradually amassing centering 

around the editorial pages of the $ura-yz Ummet, and the major contributors 

were "Ambassador Ferid" and Samipa~azade Sezai ( 1859-1936) who since 1906 

had been the editor in chief of this paper.31 ) This Ambassador Ferid, who 
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served later in London, Warsaw and Tokyo after the founding of the Republic, 
is none other than our own Ahmed Ferid, which means that he had expressed 
anti-CUP sentiments from a rather early stage in his career. However, only one 
of his $ura-yz Ummet editorials remains: a piece describing the oppressive mea
sures of Stolypin in Finland, the staunch opposition to this voiced by Kadet, 
and resistance among the Finnish people.32) Now let us look at Ferid's activities 
in the political world of 1909 and after. 

In December 1909 debate broke out in Parliament over the so-called 
"Lynch question," involving a merger between the Lynch Company, a British 
firm that since 1840 had held a monopoly over shipping on the Euphrates 
River, and the Ottoman Empire's Hamidiye Company.33) In addition, the rag
ing issue of alcohol regulation was causing a great deal of uproar in 
Parliament. 34) Due to criticism from within CUP of the Government's position 
on both issues, Grand Vezir Hiiseyin Hilmi Pa§a was forced to resign his post. 
Ferid and Riza Nur were among the critics.35) 

As opposition mounted against the CUP in 1910, those leaving the party 
formed the People's Party (Ahali Fzrkasz) in February, officially confirming the 
rift that was tearing CUP apart. Fearing the revival of anti-revolutionary activity, 
CUP took oppressive measures in dealing with its critics, which backfired and 
gave even more impetus to the anti-CUP movement. In September the 
Ottoman Socialist Party (Osmanlz Sosyalist Fzrkasz) was formed, and during 1911 
factionalism continued to divide the inner ranks of CUP, no doubt in the form 
of the New Party (Hizb-i Cedfd) and the Progress Party (Hizb-i Terakki), but little is 
known about either's members or activities.36) Concerning the latter, the April 
5 issue ofjeune Turc mentions that it was comprised of seven deputies, including 
Riza Nur, Dr. Riza Tevfik [Boliikba§1] (1869-1949) and Ferid. 37) The CUP tried 
loosening its hard-line centralist policies in an attempt to appease the opposing 
factions, but as a result, in 1910 drew even more distrust of chief martial law 
administrator Mahmud Sevket Pa§a (1856-1913) who ordered the repression 
of the Albanian rebellion of 1910, resulting in a significant loss of political 
power.38) 

Under such conditions, Ferid in his opposition to the CUP centralists by no 
means supported the arguments of the military faction that was also pressuring 
CUP. Instead, he spoke out together with Albanian deputies against the continu
ing military repression of the Albanian uprising, 39) and concerning the Balkan 
question, he stated, "[the peoples of the Balkans] will sooner or later drive us 
out of Rumelia or the eastern Balkan provinces. Rather than be ousted in such 
a way, we should abandon Rumelia and concentrate our efforts in Anatolia,"40) 

thus expressing surprising foresight on the point that the Ottomans had ruled 
the region for 600 years, a statement made at a time when Rumelia stood in the 
minds of the Ottomans as region equal in importance to Anatolia and before 
the Ottoman pessimism that would set in after the Balkan Wars. Furthermore, 
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after the Wars, Ferid proposed that the capital should be moved to Anatolia 

and recommended Kayseri as his choice. 41 ) These statements are worthy of 

note within the context of the continuity and change in the transition from the 

Ottoman Empire to the Turkish Republic. In September 1911, when Italy in

vaded Tripoli, Ferid praised the military technological superiority of the 

Italians, in comparison to the poor conditions of the Ottoman army. 42) 

In November 1911, the Freedom and Accord Party (Hiirriyet ve itilaf Fzrkasz; 

hereafter FAP) was founded as the largest opposition party of the Second 

Constitutional Period. Due to their continuing criticism of the CUP leadership, 

Ferid's colleagues R1za Nur and Riza Tevfik participated in the FAP's founding. 

During that same month, Minister of War Mahmud Sevket Pa~a was summoned 

by Parliament to explain the extension of martial law, but Pa~a refused to ap

pear, causing an uproar among irate deputies, including Ferid, Nur and Tevfik, 

who denounced him as a dictator in cahoots with CUP. While his critical atti

tude towards CUP had become very clear at that time, Ferid chose not to follow 

his two colleagues and join the largest opposition party. Following the incident, 

as opposition grew steadily fiercer between CUP and FAP, the Sultan appealed 

to non-affiliated, neutral deputies to conciliate the two parties. Ferid was includ

ed in this group. At its inception, in which Prens Sabahaddin had played a lead

ing role, F AP showed itself to be a cosmopolitan party opposed to nationalism, 

a position that no doubt caused Ferid, who had been baptized and confirmed 

in the robes of Turkish nationalism, to avoid joining FAP. 43) It is also ironic that 

many supporters of nationalism were members of CUP that Ferid was so critical 

of. Ferid's position was a subtle and delicate one: while a nationalist himself, he 

understood and supported the rights of non-Turkish peoples; and while critical 

of CUP on specific points of controversy, he was not ready to join a party in 

complete opposition to it. His position would be eaten away by both pro-na

tionalist and anti-nationalist positions, and maybe even completely co-opted by 

membership in either party. Therefore, Ferid decided to found his own party. 

III. The National Constitutional Party and Decentralization Nationalism 

Only one month after its founding, FAP, in December 1911, won the 

Istanbul by-election. 44) In reaction, one month later CUP dissolved Parliament 

and announced a general plebiscite, known as the "big stick election," in which 

it used every political form of intervention imaginable to win a majority in the 

new Parliament. Ferid was not reelected. 

These CUP tactics gave rise to deep feelings of frustration and doubt con

cerning constitutional government itself and its apparent upholder, CUP, result

ing in a group of junior military officers taking action and forming during May 

and June 1912 the Savior Officers Group (Halaskdr Zdbitdn Grubu).45 ) In June, 

once pacified Albania rose again in rebellion demanding full regional autono-
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my. In the midst of this crisis, Gazi Ahmed Muhtar Pa~a (1839-1918) was ap
pointed Grand Vezir in July, and CUP was driven from the seat of power. 
Moreover, at the demand of the Savior Officers, Parliament was dissolved and 
CUP repressed. 

In the midst of such political tension, Ahmed Ferid formed the National 
Constitutional Party (Milli Mef(utiyet Fzrkasz; hereafter NCP) on 5 July 1912.46) 

The NCP was to be known as the first nationalist-Turkist political party to be 
formed during the Second Constitutional Period; and even though it was anti
CUP, it was by no means welcomed by the cosmopolitan Freedom and Accord 
Party, which called the NCP's founding "an extreme blunder (fahi§ bir hata)" 
and "playing with danger (tehlikeli bir oyun)."47 ) On the other side, CUP looked 
upon NCP as a harmful detriment to the whole Osmanlzlzk system. 48) Whether 
on the side of centralization (CUP) or regional decentralization (FAP), to stress 
"Turkishness" was equivalent to calling for the break-up of the Ottoman 
Empire. Rather than FAP, which showed no understanding toward ethnic con
sciousness, it was nationalists like Ziya Gokalp (1876-1924) who belonged to 
CUP, that despite their dreams of an Ottoman nation, could be called closest to 
Ferid out of the two great parties.49) Yusuf Ak<;ura praised his friend Ferid's 
new party, saying that denouncing in its statements enculturation policies to
wards the Arab regions, Albania and Rumelia showed a boldness to dare sepa
rate from Tanzimatism.50) 

Let us now look at what differences existed between CUP and Ferid's NCP, 
or rather between Ferid and CUP's leading nationalist Ziya Gokalp. In order to 
make the points of difference a little more concrete, let us begin with a review 
of Ferid's ideas about Turkish nationalism. In Nevsal-i Milli, published in 1914, 
Ferid, in an appeal aimed directly at the younger members of Turkish Hearth, 
a nationalist organization which appointed him its first chairman, presented 
what he felt it took to be a nationalist. While looking back upon his career up 
until that time, he explained in the most concise and clear terms the way he 
himself thought as a nationalist. 

Ferid thoroughly supported Turkish Hearth and what it stood for. Later he 
would realized that Ottoman sovereignty was mere another name for Turkish 
sovereignty, and that what supported the Ottoman Empire at its roots was the 
Anatolian Turks, in the same way that the German people were the foundation 
of the Hapsburg Empire. And it was for this reason that the activities of Turkish 
Hearth, which was striving to correct the difficult situation that the Turks had 
fallen into, continued to have extremely deep significance for him. In his use of 
the term "mefkure" to express "ideal" shows the influence of Ziya Gokalp on his 
ideas, while the use of the term "zrk" to mean "nation" follows the lead of Yusuf 
Ak<;ura, who first employed the term in that sense.51 ) Nevertheless, overall, the 
discussion is rather plain. 

It was only later that Ferid would rise above such mediocrity; he then calls 
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upon Turkish Hearth to adopt the self-restraint of reason, explaining, "Why? 

Because he who uses a sharp sword must above all avoid attacking the wrong 

target."52) Ferid was well aware of nationalism's potential to injure innocent oth

ers, and thus warns the youth of Turkish Hearth not to pursue their dreams 

wildly by rushing into "Mesopotamia or Canaan, or Iran or Turan for that mat

ter." The former two regions mentioned here refer to Arab lands within the 

Ottoman Empire, the latter two to Turkic regions outside the Ottoman sphere. 

As to how the peoples living in these regions should be treated by the Ottoman 

Turks, Ferid states, 

In actuality, what is to be gained by tromping around in the Arabian desert 

with one's mind filled with fantasies and illusions? We must free ourselves 

completely from the mistaken dreams of Ottomanization politics. Why? 

Because we have already seen how just a bit of selfishness on our part can 

cause bloodshed and bring much harm down upon us. Therefore, if the 

Turks desire not to lose more than what they have lost already, they must 

genuinely to befriend their Arab neighbors, respected brothers in Islam. 

We must honor their ethnic sphere from Aleppo to Kirkuk and limit our 

nationalist activities to the regions north of their borders. 53) 

And again, 

If this is true for people living within national borders and affairs among 

their various ethnic peoples, then it must be also true for people outside 

· those borders and affairs among sovereign states .... The dream of Turan, 

while today only the dream of a single region, is at the same time unduly 

threatening and irritating politicians in Russia. 54) 

Ferid is here issuing important warnings about both domestic politics and 

foreign diplomacy. The "sharp sword" of nationalism when employed in errant 

fashion will wound other nations, irritate one's neighbors, and eventually cause 

injury to the swordsman himself. In concrete terms, domestically, it is not nec

essary to force Turkification upon the Arab peoples within Ottoman borders; 

internationally, it is not necessary to irritate and threaten the government in 

Moscow, which embraces so many Turkic people within its borders. "To insure 

victory, the ideals of the Turks should be based on both moderation and 

scrupulous care in both domestic and foreign politics. "55) 

In the vilification of the Ottoman Empire's policy to enculturate non

Turkic, Muslim peoples within its borders Ferid's thinking clearly differs from 

that of Gokalp, 56) and in his disagreement with pan-Turkism and call for discre

tion in dealing with Russia, his ideas are in conflict with those of Akc;ura. For 

Ferid, the protection of the fatherland means first "the iron benchmarks pound-
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ed into soil on the Turk borderlines" at Edirne, Rize, Rhodes and Siileymaniye. 57) 

Secondly, regions should be then added to the fatherland that are inhabited by 
Arabs, Kurds and Armenians being admitted as decentralized local authorities 
under Ottoman sovereignty. It was Ferid's opinion that not only the Arabs, but 
also the other non-Turkic peoples within the four corners of Turk-held territory 
should be treated with prudence. He states, 

We would not be able to walk this indigenous. Turkish soil of ours without 
fear. Even here care must be taken to be moderate, and we must be ready 
to bear anguish and make sacrifices when the situation demands. It is not 
necessary to treat the Kurds, and especially the Armenians, peoples in our 
midst who stand in insignificantly small numbers compared to the Turks, 
with either compulsory goodwill or severity, but rather to endow them 
with privileges and benefits.58) 

In this way Ferid is urging a type of nationalism that takes into considera
tion the taking of precautions in avoiding inter-ethnic clashes that become a 
possibility whenever nation forming is forced upon people. There is also con
tained in the agenda of the National Constitutional Party a commitment to al
lowing each province in the Empire to exercise as much autonomous authority 
as possible.59) As a matter of fact, the Province Law passed in March 1913, 
which was praised for decentralizing specific powers wherever possible, while 
retaining authority at the center, 60) was originally drafted by Ferid before the 
"big stick" election of 1912.61 ) 

As to the factors contributing to such a wise, easy-going version of national
ism, we should first cite Ferid's friendship with Ak<;ura. After seeing the strong 
reaction on the part of Turkic peoples in Russian territories against oppressive 
measures there to Russianize them, nation forming via enculturation became 
for Ferid clearly an impossible task. However, at the same time, Ferid was a 
deep thinking realist. Recall his criticism of an editorial written by Akc;ura dur
ing his days in Egypt, stating that since opportunism is the most important 
thing in politics, pan-Turkism is too far removed from reality. In his address to 
the youth of Turkish Hearth, he urged them not "to hold on to visions filled 
with empty illusions" (hayalata adem-i raghet) or "become obsessed with ideas of 
ignorant adventurers (cdhil cesurfurzmzzzn zannettikleri gihi ~zlgznca olmak)." Rather, 
he reiterated the importance of prudence and moderation in phrases like "[pol
itics means] the will to live in wisdom instead of sacrificing one's life foolishly 
(akzllzca iilmemege ve ya§flmaga say eylemektir)."62) 

However, as of the beginning of 1913, it seems that Ferid had abandoned 
opportunism, as he stepped up his criticism of the ruling CUP, and as a result 
had the NCP organ qham closed by the order of Cemal (1872-1922), director 
general of the Defense Corps of Istanbul. He then began publishing another 
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newspaper entitled Vazife, but when he carried an article written by Prens 

Sabahaddin, his presses were shut down again.63) Later he was exiled to Bursa 

for a time64), then in June 1913, when Mahmud Sevket Pa~a was assassinated, 

Cemal began a quick and thorough rounding up of all anti-CUP elements, 

putting 102 political prisoners on a ship and exiling them to Sinop on the Black 

Sea coast.65) Not even the friendship that existed between Ferid and Talat 

(1874-1921), a figure at the highest echelons of power along with Cemal and 

Enver (1881-1922), could save him from this large-scale purge.66) For the next 

five years he would be removed from Istanbul, finally reaching his destination 

of exile in Bilecik, a southwestern Anatolian town.67) In other words, Ferid was 

effectively kept out of politics until the fall of the Ottoman Empire. 

In December 1919 at the former offices of qham, Ferid, along with other 

colleagues like Mehmed Emin [Yurdak1l] ( 1869-1944) and Ahmed Hikmet 

[Miiftlioglu] (1870-1927) who had kept their distance from CUP, while cooper

ating with Ferid in the interest of promoting Turkish nationalism, founded the 

National Turkish Party (Milli Turk Fzrkasz).68) Then after the Party disbanded in 

the midst of the occupation of Istanbul and the growth of the resistance move

ment in Anatolia, Ferid joined forces with Mustafa Kemal (1881-1938) and be

came a member of the Grand National Assembly in Ankara. Then in 1925 

Ferid was appointed to a series of ambassadorships, which took him to Warsaw, 

London and Tokyo for 18 years until 1943. 

In addition to the task taken up in this paper of tracing the thought of 

Ahmed Ferid through his editorials written in such periodicals as qham, $i1ra-yz 
Ommet, and jftihad, there is also the task which lies before us of studying his re

lationship with Mustafa Kemal after the founding of the Republic. 
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